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FOREWORD

It is unusual for a foreword of book having two authors to be written merely by one
of them, but it is hoped that the reason will soon become apparent.

When I was asked by Jordan Publishing to write a book addressed to the layman
about directors and their duties, I was delighted. However, while it is not difficult
for a lawyer to write a text which is designed to be read by other lawyers or other
similar professionals such as accountants and company secretaries, it is not quite so
easy when the reader is likely to have no legal background knowledge. After all
lawyers, just like the members of any other trade or profession, have their own
idiosyncratic language, into which it is too easy to lapse.

It did not take me long to realise my shortcomings in this department, and so I
asked my son, Matthew, if he would collaborate with me. I was delighted when he
agreed. He is by training a social scientist and modern historian and by career
something to do with research and development in computers and computer
security (he has tried to explain to me what he does but the language of that
business is beyond me). It has been invaluable to have an intelligent onlooker
constantly asking what was meant by one expression or another and pointing out
that something could be the better expressed if only different language were used,
though corrections to my use of grammar might not have been quite as well
received by me. Any clarity which the text may have must be substantially due to
my son’s help and suggestions and even re-writing. Any errors of law must lie
clearly at my feet.

We must acknowledge the help and encouragement throughout from Mary Kenny
and Kate Hather of Jordan Publishing and also, in the later stages of production,
from Tracy Robinson of Letterpart Ltd. We are also grateful to Mrs Lucy
Campbell for her assistance, particularly with the glossary.

Mike Griffiths
November 2014
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